We investigate an encoding scheme for lossy compression based on spatially coupled Low-Density Generator-Matrix codes. The degree distributions are regular, or are Poisson on the code-bit side and check-regular which allows use for any compression rate. The performance of a low complexity Belief Propagation Guided Decimation algorithm is excellent, and for large check degrees it gets close to Shannon's rate-distortion limit. We investigate links between the algorithmic performance and the phase diagram of a relevant random Gibbs measure. The associated dynamical and condensation thresholds are computed within the framework of the cavity method. We observe that: (i) the dynamical threshold of the spatially coupled construction saturates towards the condensation threshold; (ii) for large degrees the condensation threshold approaches the information theoretic test-channel parameter of rate-distortion theory. This provides heuristic insight into the excellent performance of the BPGD algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lossy source coding is one of the fundamental problems in communications. The use of linear codes for encoding is almost as old as the problem itself, and it has been established long ago that the rate-distortion limit for binary sources can be achieved using linear codes [1] . All considerations in this paper are in this same framework: the source is binary Bernoulli, the distortion is measured by Hamming distance and we use linear codes. Designing a low (linear) complexity encoder that achieves the Shannon limit has been an open problem for a long time. Polar Codes solve the problem with a low complexity encoder which has the great advantage of being mathematically tractable in terms of analysis [2] .
Another interesting direction uses Low-Density Generator-Matrix (LDGM) codes, for which Belief Propagation (BP) and/or Survey Propagation (SP) equipped with a decimation process yield low complexity encoding schemes. For naive choices (say regular, or check-regular) of degree distributions the rate-distortion limit is not approached. However it has been observed that it is approached (but not achieved) for degree distributions that have been optimized for channel LDPC coding [3] [4] [5] . These observations are empirical: it is not clear how to analyze the decimation process, and there is no real principle for the choice of the degree distributions.
Note however, that it is proven by second moment methods that check-regular LDGM based codes achieve the ratedistortion limit under optimal encoding [3] in the limit of large degrees. This has also been observed by using cavity and/or replica methods of statistical physics [6] , [7] .
Spatially coupled codes were first introduced in the context of channel coding in the form of convolutional LDPC codes [8] . It has been recognized and proved recently that simple spatially coupled graphical constructions are able to universally achieve capacity under BP decoding (see [9] and references therein). As the width of the coupling window increases, the BP threshold saturates towards the maximum posterior MAP threshold, the later being close to capacity for large degrees.
In this contribution we investigate a simple spatially coupled LDGM construction: the degree distributions that we consider are either regular or Poisson on the code-bit side, and are regular on the check side. We explore a low complexity encoding Belief Propagation Guided Decimation (BPGD) algorithm, that takes advantage of spatial coupling, and approaches the rate-distortion limit for large check degrees and any compression rate. In [10] we already provided preliminary evidence of this good performance for regular degree constructions. Besides testing a rate-universal construction, we provide links between the algorithmic performance and the phase diagram of the Gibbs measure underlying the BPGD algorithm. It is known from work on constraint satisfaction problems [11] that the performance of BPGD algorithms is affected by so-called dynamical and condensation thresholds predicted by the cavity theory. We show here that the dynamical threshold saturates towards the condensation threshold. This is analogous to threshold saturation in channel coding and provides insight into the good performance of BPGD on coupled constructions for lossy source coding.
II. SPATIALLY COUPLED LDGM ENSEMBLES FOR LOSSY COMPRESSION
We compress a source word x by mapping it to one of 2 NR index words u ∈ {0, 1} NR , where R ∈ [0, 1] is the compression rate. The decoding operation maps the stored word u to a reconstructed sequence x(u) ∈ {0, 1} N . We measure the distortion by the relative Hamming distance Let us introduce the LDGM graphical constructions used here. The underlying Poisson LDGM(l, R) ensemble contains bipartite graphs Γ(C, V ; E) with C a set of n check nodes of constant degree l, V a set of m code-bit nodes of variable degree, and E the set of edges connecting C and V . The graphs are generated by connecting each edge emanating from a check node uniformly at random to a code-bit node. In the large block length limit, with m/n = R, the code-bit node degrees are i.i.d Poisson distributed with an average degree l/R.
To construct the Spatially Coupled LDGM(l, R, L, w, n) ensemble we first lay out a spatial dimension with positions indexed by z ∈ Z. Each position z ∈ {1, . . . , L} contains n check and m code-bit nodes, and there are also m extra code-bit nodes at each position z ∈ {L + 1, . . . , L + w − 1}. All checks at z ∈ {1, . . . , L} have l emanating edges that are connected uniformly at random to code-bit nodes within the range {z, . . . , z + w − 1}. It is easy to see that for z ∈ {w, . . . , L} the code-bit nodes have (asymptotically) Poisson degrees with average l/R, while for the boundary positions z ∈ {1, . . . , w − 1} the average is l/R × z/w and similarly for z ∈ {L + 1, . . . , L + w − 1}. See [12] for further details.
We will also use regular ensembles with check node degree l and code-bit node degree r. The underlying ensemble LDGM(l, r) is given by the usual construction. For the detailed construction of the coupled ensemble LDGM(l, r, L, w, n) we refer to [9] .
We use letters a, b, c for check nodes and i, j, k for code-bit nodes; we use ∂a for the set of all code-bit nodes connected to a; ∂i for the set of all check nodes connected to i.
We can now describe the decoding rule and the optimal encoder. To each code-bit node i ∈ V we "attach" a code bit u i , and to each check node a ∈ C we "attach" the reconstructed bit x a and the source bit x a . By definition the source sequence has length N . Thus, we must take n = N for the underlying ensembles, and nL = N for the coupled ensembles. A compressed word u has length m for the underlying ensemble, and m(L + w − 1) for the coupled ensemble. Thus the compression design rate is m/n = R for the underlying ensemble, and is R true = m(L+w−1)/nL = R(1+ w−1 L ) for the coupled ensemble. The compression rate of the coupled ensemble is slightly larger than R, but in the asymptotic regime n, m >> L >> w this difference vanishes.
Decoding Rule: The reconstruction mapping is given by the linear operation x a (u) = ⊕ i∈∂a u i .
Optimal Encoding: Given source word x, the optimal encoder seeks to minimize the Hamming distortion, and so searches among all u ∈ {0, 1} NR a configuration u * such that u * = argmin u d N (x, x(u)). The resulting distortion is d N,min = d N (x, x(u)). The "optimal distortion" of the ensemble is D N,opt = E LDGM,X [d N,min ] where E LDGM,X is an expectation over the graphical ensemble and the symmetric Bernoulli source X.
In this paper we use methods and concepts from statistical mechanics. We equip the configuration space {0, 1} NR with the probability measure,
where β > 0 is a real number, and Z β (x) is a normalizing factor or partition function. Equation (1) defines the Gibbs measure of a random spin system with random Hamiltonian 2Nd(x, x(u)) at inverse temperature β. Finding u * amounts to finding the ground state configuration with ground state energy (per node) 2d N,min . It is easy to check the identity
. As this identity shows, a fundamental role is played by the average free energy,
, the knowledge of which allows to obtain the average optimal distortion D N,opt = lim β→+∞ f N (β)/2. We also use another useful relationship between average distortion and free energy. Consider the
where the bracket − denotes the average over u with respect to (1) . It is straightforward to check that the internal energy can be computed from the free energy u N (β) = ∂ ∂β (βf N (β)); and that in the zero temperature limit it reduces to the average ground state energy or optimal distortion D N,opt = lim β→+∞ u N (β)/2.
What is the relation between the quantities f N (β), u N (β), and D N,opt for the underlying and coupled ensembles? Consider the infinite block length limit defined as lim N →+∞ = lim n→+∞ for the underlying ensemble, and as lim N →+∞ = lim L→+∞ lim n→+∞ for the coupled ensemble, with m/n fixed. In [13] it is proved that for Poisson ensembles with even l, lim N →+∞ f N (β), lim N →+∞ u N (β) and lim N →+∞ D N,opt exist and are the same for the two ensembles. We expect this to be also valid for general degree distributions. From now on we drop the subscript N when we refer to asymptotic quantities.
It is conjectured that the "one-step-replica-symmetrybreaking-formulas" (1RSB) obtained from the cavity theory [11] yield exact values for the N → +∞ limit of the free, internal and ground state energies. As an illustrative example, for (l, r) = (3, 6); (5, 10) , the 1RSB formulas yield D opt = 0.1139; 0.1105 [6] . The gap to the Shannon limit D sh (1/2) = 0.1100 decreases to zero as one increases the degrees.
III. BELIEF PROPAGATION GUIDED DECIMATION
We describe a low complexity encoding rule based on BP estimates of marginals of the Gibbs measure (1).
The BP equations are a set of fixed point equations involving 2 |E| real valued messages η i→a and η a→i attached to the edges (i, a) ∈ E of the graph,
A BP estimate of the marginal is entirely characterized by a single bias η i = a∈∂i η a→i . Unfortunately, the number of solutions of the BP equations which lead to roughly the same minimal distortion grows exponentially large in terms of N , and it is not possible to find the relevant fixed point by a 2013 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory plain iterative method. To get around this problem, the BP iterations are used in conjunction with a heuristic decimation process that we describe below. Let Γ, x be a graph and source instance. Fix an initial set of messages η 0 i→a at time t = 0. Iterating the BP equations we get a set of messages η t i→a , η t a→i at time t ≥ 0. Let > 0 be some "small" positive number and T some "large" time. We define a decimation instant t dec as follows: (i) -convergence: if the total variation of messages does not change significantly in two successive iterations, 1
At time t dec each code-bit has a BP marginal with a bias η t dec i . We select and fix one particular code-bit u i dec according to a decision rule u i dec ← D(η t dec ) ∈ {0, 1} described later. At this point we update x a ← x a ⊕ u i dec for all a ∈ ∂i dec and decimate the graph Γ ← Γ \ i. This defines a new graph, a new source instance, on which we repeat a new round. The initial set of messages of the new round is the one obtained at time t dec in the previous round.
To choose i dec we first evaluate the maximum bias B t dec = max i∈V |η t dec i |. When B t dec > 0, we consider the set of maximizers and choose i dec u.a.r among them. When B t dec = 0, in the case of the underlying ensemble, we choose i dec u.a.r from {1, . . . m}. When B t dec = 0, in the case of the coupled ensemble, we choose i dec u.a.r from the w left-most positions of the current graph.
We adopt a hard decision rule
where θ(.) is the Heaviside step function. A related randomized decision rule is discussed in section VI. We have checked that if we choose i dec at random from the whole chain (for coupled graphs) the performance is not improved by coupling. It is important to adopt a schedule that seeds the encoding process at the left boundary where the code-bit nodes are less constrained. In [10] we adopted periodic boundary condition so the seeding region was an arbitrary window of length w at the beginning of the process, which then generated its own boundary at a later stage of the iterations. The pseudo-code for the present BPGD algorithm is similar to the one given in [10] .
There are two parameters and T which in practice are set to = 0.01, and T = 10. The simulation results do not change significantly when we take smaller and T larger. They do depend on the choice of β which enters in the BP equations, and one may optimize on β. We do not have a first principle theory for the optimal choice β * . We will see in section V that for spatially coupled ensembles one can take β * close to the condensation threshold of (1). In the large degree limit this rule coincides with the information theoretic guess related to the log-likelihood of the flip probability of a BSC test-channel, namely β * ≈ 1 2 ln(1 − D sh (R))/D sh (R). It is not difficult to see that the complexity of the plain BPGD algorithm is O(N 2 T ), in other words O(n 2 T ) for underlying and O(n 2 L 2 T ) for coupled ensembles. By updating BP messages only in a sliding window of width O(w) (as in window decoding [14, 15] for spatial LDPC codes) we reduce the complexity to O(n 2 LT ). This can be further reduced to O(nLT /δ) by decimating δn code-bits at each step for some small δ. For δ ≈ 0.02 we do not observe a significant loss in performance. Fig. 1 displays the average distortion D BPGD (R) obtained by the BPGD algorithm as a function of R for the Poisson ensembles, and compares it to the Shannon limit D sh (R) given by the lowest (black) curve. The distortion is computed for fixed R and for 50 instances, and the empirical average is taken. This average is then optimized over β, giving one dot on the curves (continuous curves are a guide to the eye). The plot on the right is for the underlying ensembles with l = 3, 4, 5 and n = 128000. We observe that as the degree increases the BPGD performance gets worse. But recall that, with increasing degrees, the optimal distortion of the ensemble (not shown explicitly) gets better and approaches the Shannon limit [3] . Thus the situation is similar as for the BP threshold of LDPC codes which gets worse with increasing degrees, while the MAP threshold approaches Shannon capacity. The plot on the left shows the algorithmic performance for the coupled ensembles with l = 3, 4, 5, n = 2000, w = 3, and L = 64 (so again a total length of N = 128000). We see that the BPGD performance approaches the Shannon limit as the degrees increase. One obtains a good performance, for a range of rates, without any optimization on the degree sequence of the ensemble, and with the simplest possible BPGD scheme.
IV. BPGD PERFORMANCE: SIMULATIONS
Theoretical arguments, and simulations, suggest the following. Look at the regime n >> L >> w >> 1. When these parameters go to infinity in the specified order for the coupled ensemble D BPGD (R) approaches D opt (R). When l → ∞ after the other parameters D BPGD (R) approaches D sh (R).
Our empirical observations show that the optimal β * is related to the convergence properties of the BP iterations along the decimation path. We run BPGD over 50 instances and count the fraction of decimation steps that results from theconvergence condition being satisfied in less than T = 10 BP updates. This fraction defines an empirical probability of convergence C ,T (β). We observe that, for β < β * the empirical probability of convergence is close to 1, while it drops markedly for β > β * . This behavior is more marked for the coupled ensemble.
We come back to other interesting observations about β * in the next section.
V. PREDICTIONS OF THE CAVITY METHOD
It is natural to expect that the behavior of BP based algorithms should in a way or another be related to the phase diagram of the Gibbs measure (1). As we vary β, the geometry of the space of "typical configurations" displays transitions at special dynamical and condensation thresholds β d and β c . Let us briefly explain what these thresholds are. Assume that the random Gibbs measure can, in the limit of N → +∞, be decomposed into a convex superposition of "pure states" (or extremal measures)
each of which occurs with a weight w p = e −βN (fp−f ) , where f p is the free energy of pure state p and f the total free energy (normalized by 1/N ). It is furthermore assumed that for N → +∞ these free energies concentrate with respect to the graph and source instance. In the decomposition (3) the number of pure states that effectively contribute to the measure depends on a balance between their free energies and their numbers.
where exp(N Σ(ϕ)) is the number of pure states with f p ≈ ϕ. The exponential growth rate Σ(ϕ) is called the complexity. By inverting the Legendre transform one obtains the complexity Σ(β) as a function of β. The cavity method makes a number of remarkable predictions. For β < β d the Gibbs measure is pure in the sense that N = 1 and Σ(β) = 0. For β d < β < β c an exponentially large number of pure states contribute to the measure: N ≈ e N Σ(β) , and Σ(β) > 0. For β > β c only a finite number of pure states contribute to the measure and Σ(β) = 0: the measure is condensed over a small number of pure states. In practice we compute the complexity and read from it the values of β d and β c . The condensation threshold is a thermodynamic phase transition point: the free energy f (β) and internal energy u(β) are not analytic at β c . Moreover it is known that BP marginals are not correct above the condensation threshold β c . At β d the free and internal energies have no singularities. This is a dynamical transition threshold: Markov chain Monte Carlo dynamics have an equilibration time that diverges when β ↑ β d , and are unable to sample the Gibbs measure in a finite time for β > β d . for more details we refer to [11] .
We have computed the complexity and β d , β c from the cavity theory. The details of this theory are much to complicated to be presented here, and we refer to [16] for the version of the cavity method followed here. Let us just say that for β < β c the equations of the cavity method adapted to the present problem simplify drastically and become very similar to density evolution equations. These are then solved numerically. The table displays results for the regular ensembles LDGM (5, 10) and LDGM (5, 10, L, w w = 1 gives the dynamical and condensation thresholds of the underlying uncoupled ensemble, β d (w = 1) and β c (w = 1). We observe that the condensation threshold β c (L, w) of the coupled ensemble is higher than β c (w = 1). This is due to a finite length effect that disappears as L increases. Since the free energies of the coupled and underlying ensembles are the same in the limit of infinite length and the condensation threshold is a singularity of the free energy [13] ,
Concerning the dynamical threshold, we see that for each fixed L it increases as a function of w. Closer inspection suggests that lim
This relation can also be partially justified on theoretical grounds, by an analysis of the (simplified) cavity equations by potential methods similar to [17] . Equ. 5 indicates a threshold saturation phenomenon: for the coupled ensemble the phase of non-zero complexity shrinks to zero (and the condensed phase remains unchanged, at least threshold-wise). Similar observations have been discussed for constraint satisfaction problems in [13] . We systematically observe that the optimal algorithmic value β * is always lower but somewhat close to β d . For example for the uncoupled case (l, r) = (5, 10) we have (β * , β d ) ≈ (0.71, 0.828). For the coupled ensembles with (L = 64, w = 3) we have (β * , β d ) ≈ (1.03, 1.038). In fact, in the coupled case β * ≈ β d ≈ β c . Thus for the coupled ensemble BPGD operates well even close to the condensation threshold. We use this fact in the next section to explain the good performance of the algorithm for coupled instances.
VI. DISCUSSION
According to the information theoretic approach to ratedistortion theory, we can view the optimal encoding problem, as a decoding problem for a random linear code on a BSC(p) test-channel with p = D sh (R). Now, the Gibbs measure (1) with β = 1 2 ln(1 − p)/p is a MAP-decoder measure for a channel problem with the noise tuned to the Shannon limit. Moreover, for large degrees the LDGM ensemble is expected to be equivalent to the random linear code ensemble. These two remarks suggest that, since in the case of coupled ensembles with large degrees the BPGD encoder with an optimal β * , approaches the rate-distortion limit, we should have
In fact this is true. Indeed, as explained in the previous section, for coupled codes we find β * ≈ β d ≈ β c (even for finite degrees); and an analytical large degree analysis of the cavity equations allows to compute the complexity and to show the remarkable relation
, for l >> 1.
These remarks also show that the rate-distortion curve can be interpreted as a line of condensation thresholds for each R.
It is interesting to investigate the range of β for which BP correctly computes marginals of (1) for coupled instances. For this purpose, we run BPGD with a randomized decision rule (called BPGD-r) D(η t dec ) = 0, with prob 1 2 (1 − tanh βη t dec i dec ) 1, with prob 1 2 (1 + tanh βη t dec i dec ).
(8)
If BP is effective at computing correct marginals, then BPGDr should correctly sample the Gibbs measure; and in that case the average distortion D BPGD−r (β) should be equal to u(β)/2. On the other hand, the cavity method predicts the simple expression u(β)/2 = (1 − tanh β)/2 for β < β c . In Fig. 2 we observe D BPGD−r (β) ≈ (1−tanh β)/2 for β < β , with a value of β lower but comparable to β d . In particular for a coupled ensemble we observe β ≈ β d (≈ β c ). So Fig. 2 suggests that for coupled instances BPGD-r correctly samples the Gibbs measure of coupled instances all the way up to ≈ β c , and that BP correctly computes marginals for the same range. These properties of BPGD-r suggest to use it as an algorithm for encoding. It turns out that with spatial coupling the resulting performance curves are similar to the ones in Fig.  1 of BPGD with hard decision rule. With β * ≈ β c there is not much difference between the hard and randomized decision rules. 
